Enterprise Cybercrime Victim Report
Compromised Employees = A Compromised Company
Assess and address your risk liability before your company is targeted.
Data breaches* and recon collections** have been occurring for decades, resulting in tens of billions of records
containing sensitive PII being made accessible. Hackers and fraudsters exploit this information to target
organizations and employees. The accessible records create a roadmap that show fraudsters and nation-state actors
how to tailor attacks (e.g. blackmail, social engineering, credential stuffing). Knowing your organization’s digital risk
exposure is vital to understanding your overall risk liability. The risks you face are blackmail, social engineering

deeper access, credential stuff ing, ransomware, f raud, theft, and economic espionage.

Green = Lower Risk, no action needed.
Yellow = Significant Risk, mitigation needed to

prevent crime, lower risk into green zone.

Red = High-Alert Imminent Danger, mitigation needed to
lower risk either to yellow or green.
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Green Lower Risk Range
= 39% or fewer employees
are compromised
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Yellow Significant Risk
Range = 40%-74% of
employees are compromised
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Red High-Alert Imminent
Danger Range = 75% or more
employees are compromised

*Example Aggregated Employee Risk = Company Risk Liability
*C
 ompromised Password
Reuse Risk

* Breach Exposure Risk

0

54%

100

Employee Email Addresses found in
Data Breaches and Recon Collections
@company.com employee email
addresses are found on average in 6.51
breach or recon events. For a company
of this size and domain age, the average
is 6.0.

0

51%

* Social Engineering Risk

100

Likelihood that Employees will Reuse
Compromised Passwords on Company
Resources/3rd Party Services
@company.com employee email
addresses are linked to an average
of 0.56 weakly protected or cleartext
passwords from breach and recon
events. For a company of this size and
domain age, the average is 0.45.

0

39%

100

Employee Email Addresses found in
High-Risk Breach or Recon Data Sets
used by Criminals for Social
Engineering Attacks
This captures the potential for employees
to be targeted by spear phishing, Business
Email Compromise (BEC), phone call or SMS
schemes, etc.
@company.com employee email addresses
are found on average in 1.17 high risk breach
or recon events. For a company of this size
and domain age, the average is 1.5.

A data breach is an event resulting in the theft or exposure of non-public information for an organization or entity. High profile
examples include breaches at LinkedIn, Adobe, and Ubiquiti Inc. A recon collection is data that was collected by accessing or
scanning publicly available information on the internet. Examples include Tweets, public Facebook accounts, public document
disclosures, etc. Criminals use recon collections to unlock the private data they need to commit crimes.

*Example Executives with the Most Exposure
Executives shouldn’t be overexposed because they have access to company IP, are
able to bypass internal security controls, and can leverage authority to drive action.
Email

Name

Title

Breach or
Recon Event
Count

Weakly Protected High Risk
or Plaintext
Source
Password Count
Event Count

email11@company.com

Rufus Peterson

Chief Executive Officer

20

3

3

email566@company.com

Susie Figueroa

Chief Operating Officer

19

6

2

email1020@company.com

Julie Hart

Chief Technology Officer

18

3

3

* email386@company.com

Adam Johnson

Chief Sales Officer

17

3

1

email708@company.com

Benny Henderson

Chief Financial Officer

12

0

1

email1582@company.com

Ryan May

Chief Information Officer

11

0

0

email1303@company.com

Lula Tucker

Chief Marketing Officer

10

1

2

email1440@company.com

Donnie Goodwin

Chief Human Resources Officer

10

1

3

email396@company.com

Margaret Carson

VP North American Sales

9

0

1

email2116@company.com

Sherry Green

VP North American Operations

8

2

5

email43@company.com

Eric Adkins

VP Asian Regional Sales

8

1

2

* See Adam Johnson example Executive Cybercrime Victim Report
Weakly Protected Passwords are passwords
hashed using insecure hashing algorithms
(e.g. MD5) where cybercriminals can easily
determine the original cleartext password.

High Risk Sources are particularly useful to fraudsters for creating personalized phishing
emails (spear phishing), impersonating company security, and other social engineering attacks.
High risk sources contain multiple pieces of information such as name, personal information,
work history, work related online services (Dropbox), or personal online services (fitness apps).
Correlating multiple pieces of data is precisely what empowers hackers and fraudsters.

Cybercriminals are more likely to target executives most exposed in breach and recon data sets. The breach and recon data is used to develop a tailored
attack road map against the individual or company using the personal & professional sensitive information (e.g. personal email addresses/phone numbers,
family members, home address, personal online services, professional associations, etc). Executives can be targeted using access to 3rd party services
outside of the control of Information Security, such as document signing services, travel sites, social media sites, etc. Examples include:
1. Stock Manipulation: An attacker can take control of an executive’s Twitter account to spread false information, to temporarily drive down
stock prices so an attacker can short-sale a stock.
2. Corporate Espionage: An attacker can view documents stored in a document signing service to gain insider information about mergers,
acquisitions, sensitive research IP, new clients, new suppliers, or specific contract terms.
3. Spear Phishing: An attacker can craft authoritative emails or text messages to an employee’s personal phone or email address. The attacker
impersonates an employee’s supervisor or general executive, using their phone number or email address, so the employee is convinced that
the sender is legitimate.

*Example Most Vulnerable Employees Across the Board
* Most Breach or Recon Events
Email Address 	Breach or
Recon
Event Count
email1706@company.com

55

email615@company.com

41

email2306@company.com

34

email1055@company.com

29

email249@company.com

27

email1484@company.com

26

email1715@company.com

26

email487@company.com

26

email1272@company.com

25

email967@company.com

25

* Most Weakly Protected or
Plaintext Passwords

* Most High Risk Breach Events

Email Address 	Count of
Email Address

Email Address 	Breach or
Recon
Event Count

email1606@company.com

12

email1606@company.com

10

email751@company.com

9

email1272@company.com

7

email159@company.com

8

email159@company.com

7

email2161@company.com

7

email2161@company.com

7

email781@company.com

7

email432@company.com

7

email566@company.com

6

email1108@company.com

6

email1037@company.com

5

email1402@company.com

6

email1888@company.com

5

email2116@company.com

5

email2063@company.com

5

email2121@company.com

5

email2121@company.com

5

email2224@company.com

5

email432@company.com

5

email779@company.com

5

email781@company.com

5

Timeline of Breach and Recon Events
Breach or Recon Events

Weakly Protected or Plaintext Passwords

High Risk Event Count

Last 6 Months

1540

35

1467

Last 12 Months

2425

52

1843

Last 18 Months

4338

110

3731

All

7806

667

7060

The History of Breach and Recon Events displays the number of data breaches and recon events, cleartext
passwords, weakly protected passwords, and high risk sources associated with email addresses in the
last 6 months, 12 months, 18 months, and all historical sources. * The difference between Breach and High
Risk Breach is whether the source of the breach contains a single piece of useful information, or multiple,
correlatable pieces of information.

*Example Risk Mitigation Actions To Reduce
Cybercrime Risk Liability
Actions to Reduce
Employee Breach Risk

Actions to Reduce Credential Risk

Actions to Reduce Cybercrime Risk

Risk:

Risk:

• Number of Employees with Associated
Breached Plaintext or Weakly Protected
Passwords.

Risk:

• Number of Employees in Breach
• Number of Breaches Each Employee Is In

Mitigation:

• Cybercrime Victim Report (CVR) reports for
Executives and Key Employees
• Tailored Employee Training

Cybercrime Victim Report (CVR)

•N
 umber of Employees with Large Numbers
of Associated Plaintext or Weakly Protected
Passwords.

Mitigation:

•A
 utomated UPC Risk Monitoring and
Mitigation

• Number of Employees in High
Risk Breaches

Mitigation:

•C
 VR reports for Executives and key
employees
• Tailored Employee Training
• Employee

and Domain Specific Email
Quarantine Rules

• Employee Breach Notification

• Finished Intelligence report

•D
 etermines what information can be easily assembled by hackers and fraudsters using Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), breach data, and recon collections.
• Identifies specific actions each individual can take to remove easy to find online connections (change email?, change phone number?, don’t reuse the same
email address over all services, don’t use the same username root, etc).

Tailored Employee Training

• An employee training program tailored to the participants using real breach data and recon collections to highlight where and what is stolen by hackers
without linking PII stolen to individuals.
• Educates employees on when and where to use work email vs personal email.
• Trains employees to consider what information they provide to 3rd parties when signing up for services to reduce breach exposure.

Automated UPC Risk Monitoring and Mitigation

• Continually scans new breach and recon events for employee email addresses and determines if the email address is currently active.
• Continually identifies cleartext passwords linked to active employee email addresses in breach and recon events then generates alerts when a valid
password is found for a specific employee.

Employee Breach Notification

• Monitoring for key 3rd party services showing up in breach data sets.
• Alert employees when they appear in high risk events.
• Actions to take such as ensuring 2FA/MFA is active, changing credentials used on the 3rd party service, etc.

Employee and Domain Specific Email Quarantine Rules

• Create employee specific email quarantine rules that increase email risk scores for employee that often appear in large numbers of breach and recon events.
• Create domain specific email quarantine rules that increase email risk scores for email with keywords related to domains that have recently been detected
as being breached.
• Create employee/domain combination specific rules that increase email risk scores for email with keywords related to a domain where the particular
employee’s work email address was found in breach data.

